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4. What other books or resources does our library need? (Other)


















extreme sports (BMX, Skateboarding, Snowboarding)
hiphop or music biographys
horror
More books related to ongoing school research projects
Action
romance
i don't know. I'm not in the library very much for books.
All types
fiction
fiction
MORE HORSE BOOKS PLEASE
War
realistic fiction
drama , romance/love , and funny
figure skating
realistic fiction
graphic novel
















































biograhpys and more graphic novels
More series books
drama
military
science non‐fiction
drama
realistic fiction
horror
romance
TEENAGE books for girls/boys
scary
origami
Modern War
on techolgy
horror
funny
Religous studies and Biographies of famous African Americans
Horror
telekinetic abitities or other supernatural capabilities.
Craphic Novels
girly books that grab your attenstion and u cant put it down books that are interesting and good
horor
menga
comic
realistic fiction
realistic fiction
realilistic fiction
realistic fiction
Scary
books like the Hunger Games
social studies books and science textbooks
realistic fiction
naruto
relistic fiction
non fiction stories
humor books
language dictionaries
biosciences
romance\action
Series
Factual
girly books
funny
non‐fiction/research books
romance
graphic novels


























GIRL BOOKS
fiction of girls
realistic fiction
horror
suspencful and scary
nothing
Sport Mysterys
Horror
The Hunger Games
romance
books about countries.
ghost stories
Non‐Fiction
More realistic fiction.
School Suplies
horror
action
Girl Books
animation
Interesting ones that people will actually like and ones for people who don't like reading and
ones for people who don't pay attention
History books
graphic novels
War
romance novels

19. For what reasons do you use the Dedham Public Library (check all that apply)? (Other):



















Tickets to museums and things like that
Play games
i dont use it
I never go
get away from home, too noisey to do work
To find a book i want or to read a book silently
homework lub
computers!!!!!!!!!!
summer reading
to do projects
I use it to find and check out summer reading books
homework and find books
Nothing
To sit in a chair an sleep
For printing an assingment when I'm low on ink or jammed.
for class
none











































to do my summer reading
computers
idk
summer reading
summer reading
for help from fellow students
to do reports that need to be typed and for other types of projects
for help with hw from friends
i dont
to do projects
to do research
They have more books that i like to read.
to check grades
just to wind down and read
i dont use it
to find movies
For summer reading books
go with my brother
summer reading
to do work (if in guidance) or to attempt to search for a decent book for pleasure reading
none
none
music
summermath
to got to wait for someone if they are attending a after school program
study
for school reasons
i used to go to library but went on computer and played games and got movies.
Summer Reading
I dont use the libarary!!!!!!!!!!!!!
for music
bathroom
to research info for projects
to find a movie
took look at movies and CDs
just to read
i never go there.
summer reading
summer reading
summer reading
So I don't get in trouble for not going

21. Which of these materials would you use if available? (Other:)
















































none. i prefer real books.
kindle fire
enooks
iPhone 5
kindle
(kindle fire)
internet pages
ipad
kindle
kindle
Spark Notes
Books
none
Teh interwebz
a book
none of them!
None
i have a 4generation/ 64gig/ iPod Touch that can have mobile books
nook
iPads
kindel
none
none
ipads
ipad
ipads
ipod
regular hard cover books
books
kindle
crayons
none
ipads
ipad
nook
an ipod touch
An Iphone
kindell
Ipod 4
music devices
none
iPad,
iPad
iBooks
NONE!
nooks, kindles






























none
ipads
kindle
nook and kindle
kindles
kindel
Ipad
computers
kindles, nooks
kindles, nooks
kindles, nooks
kindles, nooks
kindles, nooks
kindles, nooks
kindles, nooks
kindles, nooks
kindles, nooks
non but only if i had too.
i pad
Nook, Kindle, iPad, Android Tablet, iTouch
Nook, Kindle, iPad, Android Tablet, iTouch
IPad
nooks
nook or ipads
ipad
nook or tablet
kindle
ipads

22. What do you like best about the school library?














computers
It's very big and there are many books to choose from.
I enjoy the many varities of book topics we get the chance to chose from.
the magazines
quiet, can easily get work done
When you come to the library, every one of the teachers is nice. They always help you
with everything that you need. Like finding books and researching on the computer.
I like that it's bright and the people are nice.
the fiction books
I can do homework in it after school.
I can find a book to read.
I like the environment of the library. There is a lot of space and all of the librarians are
friendly.
that its easy to find what book we need









































I like how there aren't as many books as the public library, so it's easier to find a book i
would enjoy.
the books
its quiet
It is conveniently located and allows some selection of research tools and information.
The friendly enviroment.
computers and research
the selection of books
the selection of books
I like that the school library is a quiet place to do work and study for tests and quizes.
it is very convinient to have a library at school so if i have to do any research i can come
here instead of going to the dedham libraru
its quite and you can do homework and site were you want to.
I like the diversity of book genres.
its usually quiet.
the computers i guess
its easy to access
yes
It has a lot of books
It is a nice facility.
nothing really
it has a wide variety
everyone is very nice
anyone can use it to type up something
it has alot of helpful information there i can use for homework, prodjects, ect
If you ever want to find a good book, need a quiet place for homework, or a rich resource
for a project you can always relay on the school library!
It is a great resource for interesting books.
it has a big selection of teenager books
when you dont have a book you are free to go to the library and check out a book of your
choice.
i talk to people
There are alot of books.
they harve books.
I can get homework done
the computers
to do homework
nothing
They have awesome books * It is a wondelful place to do your homework * It Has alot of
space * You get help from the staffs * They have computers ( for essays) * You can get 3
books out * You can renwe books , if you wanted to read the books longer *
EVERYONE IS WELCOMED THERE !
It is good for doing homework and also it is comfortable to read in.
nice and quite to do homework
i like getting to stay after and get my homework done within a decent amount of time






































its a place where i know i can get my work done
that you can get your work/homework done there.
nothing
The libarians, they are very nice
I like how the library is really big and there are lots of books to read.
they have a lot of different kinds of books
there are alot of books to choose from and it is very organized
i like that the school librain is very nice. and if youhav to many noise's at your hous you
could go to the the libary. and you could ask your friends if you need help with your
Homework
you can do research and get help with your homework
That it is easy to find books and if you are having computer problems at home you can
use the library.
I can get my homework done after school.
it gives you many books to choose from.
It is a friendly enviroment, has useful and/or amusing books and has good resources (Computer and Books).
i like everything
There are alot of good books.
i like that it has all the books that i need
it has a nice style and is big
The windows = shiny. See through them well. Good windows. Good. Do job well. Like
wishing well. I put a penny in one once. Funny story. Lawl. My hamster Peaches fell
down it =( sometimes i can hear him at night squeaking...(not lawl)
Do homework and study.
its always open after school, the teacher is always available to help you find a book that
you want or need.
the big dome room
i like that there is a lot of books and that you can go during your free time. i think that the
library at DMS has alot of things to chose from
It has many books.
has a variety of different books
It has a variety of books that i would enjoy reading
it has many computers, which are very useful during school when research is needed for a
class, but the laptops aren't available.
You are able to finish homework here
it has enough room for eveyone to work comfotably
circle room
I get to waste time during class by looking like im reading
It provides lots of different books.
its nice
When i need to find information for a project, or homework.
The staff is friendly and helpful.also there is a lot of good book sources.
you can go during lunch or homeroom
you can go during homeroom.




































that it has books and that it allows me to do my homework or do something like that
The School Librarian
that you can get ur work done
I like how they have a variety of books to choose from. I know when I go there I can find
a book that interests me and that I will really enjoy a book from that library. The
librarians are also very helpful. For instance if I went to the librarians and asked if they
knew a good book with action in it, they could pull out 20 books and I would be
interested in every single one of them.
hanging out with friends
there are plenty of available computers almost all of the time
Comfy seats.
their wide variety of books
you can use the books for research
That it is quiet and you can do things there and you can find good books.
the shcool library is big enough for many people to do their research. The library has
rows of shelves filled with books and they also have tons of computers if you cant find a
book that suits you well enough. The library is also a great place to get work done if you
are having trouble elsewhere and you really need to just concentrate and be in a nice quiet
environment. That is what I like best about my school library. (I seldom, maybe never go
into the library so it may not be wise to take my judgement too seriously)
The computer and the books.
lots of books
Its is a great way to keep up on homework, research and read books.
How organized it is, and it's easy to find books.
i can go to it and get my homework done, so i dont have to worry about staying up late
and getting it done if i have alot
It's very big
The librarians are nice and helpful so you don't feel uncomfortable asking them
questions.
the librarians are nice and help me so if i need a book on something they will tell me
where to get it
the computer labs
the books. :)
You can do homework, use the computer. The sections are labeled so it is easy to find
books that I want to read.
You get out of class.
Ther chairs are comfy and you get out of class
I like that the books are organized so I know where to find a book I want.
it has computers
its big
It's open before/after school.
the books are very organized
Having a independent study in the Library during school
They have a large selection of books.
it is filled with books











































Ability to do research and finish assignments
they have good books and enjoyalbe books
It's very organized
It has books, I can do my homework, and it's pretty quiet.
what i like the best is the amount of books that they have.
it good for testing
the nice staf
There are a lot of books to read
There are alot of books.
it is kool shaped
Is by reading books and picking books
i like that we get to hang out with my friends and also do hw and have fun while doing it
but not fooling around all the time
they have a very big variety of books
I like the different work areas so people can read in peace without bring disturbed.
do homework with friends
its big
I like the quiet environment and it is full of space to feel comfortable in.
its organized and easy to find books if i need one
The books are easy to find
IDK
The coumpter lab
the computers
the dome
It is very accesible and has a large selection of good and popular books. There is almost
always a computer free for research and if not that there are plenty of books to choose
from for any type of research.
it has alot of resources
it has books
the variety of books available
It is accessible
the people who work there
easy access to books
it is an easy access to books.
i dont use it
the books
I lIke the good book selection that the school library has now.
To be able to get books for school reports
the cupcake selection
Quietness
the organization and the availability of technology
There is a whole variety of different books
easy access to check out books and bring them back
A Wid variety of books










































It's books
I can use the computers for homework.
the design
it has many different books to read.
I like how it has most of the books that are most popular.
the libarians are very nice and helpful.
its open all day
Go on and listing to music
mrs.metzger is very nice, she is great at finding books!!!
i like to do homework
you can use it during school when you need it
A large variety Of books for entertainment and reasearch.
its quiet and the people there are nice and helpful.
The books and the staff is very helpful.
space
You can read books that you/ your teachers don't have.
the great book selikion and the staff
the books
I can do my homework.
quiet if needed and can use it for homework.
quiet and peaceful
its clean set up well
i don't go to them
Theres books.
its pretty
after school you could do your homework and the books are great.
that it is after school
The Books
there are lots of books and there are computers
I enjoy the convience of the library and also enjoy that they have many opitions and
genres.
i like that it has computers and it has rooms to do your homework. i also like how most of
the time its quiet and how it queit enough so you can do you homework. I also like that it
is open later then somedays. just in case i have an after school program like the play or
have to stay after with a teacher and if the liabary is open intill 4 i can go to the liabary if
my program ends at like 3:30 so i still have 30 mins left to do my homework! i like that!
has sports books
all the books
That there is after school help
that somedays its open til 4:00
its quiet
that we can come after school.
how we are allowed to go for home work.
the circle reading thing











































It has a computer so i can type most of my homework that needs to be typed. Also, the
library is available when i am done with rehearsals for the play, so i can still use the
library! Which makes me very happy!
the people are helpful
the fantasy books
its a nice place to go if you have work that needs to be done.
I like how there are books that everyone can like, and that everyone is friendly
What i like most about the library is it's calm and relaxing atmosphere.
It has a varitey of books and the staff is vey helpful.
I like that there are many opportunites to use it.
you have multipe opertunitiys to use it.
the library is open and the library staff is friendly and helps you find books when you
need them
the service
it is quite
I like that the library has a lot of space.
all the different books and the subjects that they have.
That are library has good slection of books
it is well organized
That it is very big
There is a lot of help.
its bright and open, and teachers are here all the time to help you.
the computers
i like that there is a wide variety.
it is quiet and a great place to concentrate.
Quiet
nothing
internet works great, and there are alot of books
The staff:)
computers
alot of helping looking for specific books .
its a great way to do reasearch for hmwk
internet access
the book selection, staff, catalog, and books
The computers
There are a lot of different books and resources
It is easy to concentrate when you need to
You can use the computers.
lots of books to choose from
I love all the books it has.
It is very big has lots of computers
the computers
The libary's organization.
lots of choices







































The helpful and friendly staff helps me to always find what I am looking for.
nothing
There is a large selection of books of all different genres.
It is always there. there are many varieties of genres there.
There is a wide variety of books to read if you ever need a book.
I can do homework after school.
good selection of books
staff
There are many choices of books.
That it has a great number of books to choose from when you feel like reading.
the staff and the selection of books they have.
its easy to find books
the computers so i can print stuff in the morning
You can go anytime of the day
the round thingy
It is open to do homework after school
it has alot of computors.
go in homeroom
when you cant find a book the staff always helps you and you always leave with a book
you like
the color blue
it is nice and big and neat
it has a lot of resources
You can do homework
The thing i like best about the library is that how after school you can come here and do
your homework. Also they have some interesting books.
Unlike many other places in the world today, the DMS Library is quiet and almost in a
sense peaceful (usually). I also feel as if technology would ruin the organic and peaceful
learning enviorment that is provided rarely. People, especialy students, need some time
away from technology and some time to recooperate their thoughts, and moderni
I like the fact that they make it easy to find the books that you need. Meaning that you
have the librarian and also, you have a lot of online resources to help you find the book
that you are looking for.
it is easy to find information
I like that the library is very organized. I also like that i can find everything.
I like how all the books are mostly grouped together. It can be really essy to find the
books you want to read.
how the library is open after school to do homework and other stuff needed to do
big and quiet and comfortable
The Books
i like the wide selection of books, and you can always find what you need and re-new it.
you can put books on hold for you
organized recent popular books
It has a cool tower with windows.
that you could use all the stuff u need in the library







































Its big and organized
The best thing about the school library is that you cvan use all tof the books for help and
there are so many good books we can read.
Quiet and lots of resources
that you can find a book online
the librarians ar helpfull and you can find books easily
There are both Computers and Books.
I like having the opportunity to do homework there. This is because it is quiet and a nice
place to relax and do homework.
IT HAS LOTS OF DIFFRENET BOOKS TO CHOOSE FROM.
it`s great for homework i love going after school i can concentrate
It is organized by the Dewey Decimal System
I like how it has such a big choice of new and old books unlike other schools it has places
to sit down and read.
i like that the school library is organized.
that we can go if we need to look for a book that our teacher doesn't have
I like that it is open after school so people can have a quiet place to do their homework
and have the internet and other applications on the computers that they might not have at
home.
it is very helpful.
It has enough resources to find whatever I need for assignments.
the set up
It has many historial fiction/non-fiction books.
Many mystery books that i like
Books
we can come after and do homework
It is new
computers
It is very open
organized
there is lots of books.
you could go there after school to do homework and it is a quiet place to go and to work
and if you needed a book for a class you could check one out in the library
there is a variety of books to choose from
all the books we have
The architecture is a good comprimse between modern and old style design.
THE DIFFERENT BOOKS THEY HAVE
the best thing that i like about the school library is that its very quiet and you could read
silently with no difficulties. the librarians are very nice and respectful they could help
you with finding a book if you have trouble with anything.
There are a lot of books to choice from!
I don't go to the library
it is organised
It has books that I would read
The Atmosphere








































that the people who work in their are really helpful when u need them
We can do homwork and it is usally quiet
It has alot of books that I like and I can start reading.
the free books. No library card.
it has chairs next to the windows in cylider with books. comfy!
There's lots of books available for you to research. It lets you do homework after school
and it lets you use the computers for school projects
what i like the best of the school library is that they have everything you need and you
can get help if you dont understand something.
its fun and i like the people that work there they are very kind whenthey help me with my
homework
that you can do your homework and read.
Its big and has a lot of chooses
That its nice and big, its packed with books and computers, if you need to use them.
that you are able to do your homework and you can wishper.
How I can do my hw there and all my friends go after school I dont like 2 read.
all of the books
doing homework
I think they have really helpfull books to help me with homework if i ever need them.
The people working there are kind.
It is a quiet, peaceful place
How we have many computers and lots of books that our really good!!!!!
its big
the fact we can go there after skool
I like hows its a quiet place and you can study
i like that it is quiet, and the staff there is helpful
i like that the library has alots of different types of books for school projects, homowork
and just finding a good book. i also like how there are alot of computers to use for
anything you need after school and before
you can look for many choices of books and you can do homework
I like that it is large.
it has the books i need
All the books. there are so many to chose from.
Its a good place to improve you're grades by doing homework in a quiet place
its quiet to do work
it allows all students
lots of good books
you can do homework after school and wait for a parent.
It's big.
that everything is so new and easy to find.
its open to everyone even if you dont use it
The number of things you can do
It has a lot of good books and they are really enjoyable to read
it has many good books that are interesting, you don't need a library card, it is convenient,
it is (usually) quiet, which is good for homework.








































It's quiet, the librarian always helps you with your homework, and you can find and read
any kinds of book.
all the teachers there
they are so many books
that you can do your homework there and there are alot of choices for a book
the staff is very helpful and i can allways find what im looking for
the staff is very helpful and i can allways find what im looking for
its nice and big with alot of books
it has lots of good books and good quiet place to do homework after school.
its nice and big with alot of books
its nice and big with alot of books
The amount of books and the good books.
that is has many different genres of books
I like that it has a lot of adventure books that I like to read.
it has more book choices, it also has alot of book you would not find in stores.
It's quiet
I like that it has a lot of adventure books that I like to read.
i dont know i've never really have been
I like that there is a quiet place where I can do my read.
I like that the school library is open all times during the day. also I like the book selection
they have.
that it has plenty of books
I like that the school library is open all times during the day. also I like the book selection
they have.
You don't have to walk far to get to it. It's big and pretty. They have comfy seats and lots
of room to do stuff.
you can do your homework after school
You don't have to walk far to get to it. It's big and pretty. They have comfy seats and lots
of room to do stuff.
I like that you can stay to do homework.
You can stay until 4 at the library. It's quiet so you can focus.
i like that you can take out more than one book & that you can go afterschool
I like the libraians because they help you and they are nice.
You are able to do homework
That you could do homework right afterschool
It has a wide range of informational books that i sometimes use for projects! They are
very helpful!
its quiet so tou can focuse on what youre doing
it's a cozy feeling place to get work done.
it has alot of helpful books if i am doing a project in school that will help me and many
books that i would want to read for pleasure.
it has a large selection of great books
It is big and comfortable so it's easy to stay focused on your book.
the fact hat its open after school and conveinant
It has a large selection and computers















Books
its open to everyone
lots of books I like
I don't use it unless i forget my book at home or if I lose it, but I've only used the library
once.
The staff
what i like best about the library is you can do homeworkand get books.
There are so many different books to choose from.
it has a abig assortment of books
What I like best about the school library is, that it hasa good selection of books I like to
read.
I like the chocies of the book
the helpful librarians.
the many computers
I like that you can get books.

23. If there were one thing about the library you could improve, what would it be?

























windows
To have more of some specific genres,and other books that have come out.
To title the sections more specifically.
they should label where to fing books more clearly
size, it could be bigger
The times that the library is open for people to use it. Also to have more books that older
kids would be interested in.
I would want comfier chairs!!!!!!
the types of books
It would be that the library has a wider variety of books
I would change the times that the library is open. It seems like there is only a few times a
day that you can go.
more books
alowing eReaders (AKA: Kindle Touch)
I would improve the amount of time a class goes to it.
more books
bigger
There is not a very big selection of books for entertainment or research. The library has
too much space taken up by tables and chairs. It does not allow very much room for a
good selection of books.
More space for reading and having fun.
nothing
to have more books that atract my attention
to have more books that atract my attention
There should be some reccomondations for books to choose from that are interesting.
get books that are more up to date.
more books and you would be able to talk a little louder without getting yelled at








































I would like to have more fantasy and science fiction books for pleasure reading.
better and more updated books.
more books
better selection
no
more places to read
More books for different intrests and more time to use the library.
I don't know
get some audiobooks
more novels
more computers
nothing its perfect
I would have the library be open for longer afterschool!
Double the books so if the book that you want is out, you can check out the other.
More book availability
a nice comfy place to sit and read, maybe by the window.
more war books
More sports and war books.
Nothing
nothing
better resorces:)
have more information and more book and better resource ():
You can type something on the computer anytime or anything *You can take out more
than 3 books * It closes later than 4:00 EVERYDAY * WE CAN SIT NEXT TO OUR
FRIENDS *
To add more mysteries and realistic fiction books. Also to get some e-readers to borrow
from the library.
size for more computers and books
if there was one thing that i could improve, i would get more copies of popular books like
the hunger games, etc.
get more copies of popular books ex twilight saga, the clique series ESPACALLY the
Hunger games
add more realistic fiction, fantasy, fiction, and mystery books to the library.
nothing
Nothing, the libary is good as it is
I dont think i would change anything! I like the library just the way it is!
to have more copies of the same book
i don't think there is anything to improve
no libary passes
books that peolpe are looking for specifically
More of the same book.
To stay open a little longer.
if i could improve something from the library it would be more drama and fantasy books
to choose from.




































To be able to go in it more often - like the evening or early in the morning (before
school).
make it bigger
Showing signs where everything is.
i wold make the library have a littile bit more sience books
i would improve the amount of books
I don't know?
the one thing that i would improve is to make it bigger and have a more variety of sports
books.
more sports books+magazines
the noise level gets really loud and the students that make the noise usually dont get
introuble depending on what teacher is on charge of the library. i also think that when
you are looking for a book it is really hard because they have really tall book cases. if y
ou are short you may have a problem with getting a book and there are not always people
in the library so you just forget about the book and move on to something else.
Need more variety of books.
i would improve the asistance cause sometimes there is no one in the library
make the libary bigger
I dont know
nothing
nothing
less teacher supervision
One thing I would change if the had more fantasy books
the chairs
Make it easier to find books.
That there are more sports books.
make it bigger
YOU COULD TALK!!!
more books and more times its open and that its not so strict.
Computers
I would make sure there were plenty of books for research and that they were organized
neatly. So that if a student was looking for a book about George Washington there would
be a whole section on U.S. Presidents. I wold make about three sections. The first would
be History, than Science, then good reading books. Each section would be broken down
to several smaller sections. And finally I would have one final smaller section and it
would be The Best Books of the Year.
more comfy seats
possibly update the computers.
More comfy seats.
have more books
getting more books for research
It would be being able to find books easily.
i would add many more books and make different sections for grade-based studies. By
saying this i mean that there should be three parts of the non-fiction section and research
for each grade (6th, 7th, and 8th) so that in those sections there would be research books






































related to the studies of that grade. For example there could be book about the human
body and cells in the 6th grade section because that is what they study in science. There
could be books about ancient civilizations like mesopotamia for 6th because that is what
they study in social studies in that grade. That is the one improvement that i would make
if I could to the library.
Easier to find books.
different kinds of books
I would open it for longer hours.
The size, I'd make it a little bigger and add more variety of books.
i wouldn't improve anything
Choice in books
Well I think you should have an app for all phones and mobile devices so you can read
books you have taken out of the library so you can read on the go.
i would make it a place that people can acctually have a convorsation and not have to be
COMPLETELY SILENT.
the number of books
i dont know! :(
I think it should be opened before school and not at 8:05 a.m.
Computers with unblocked websites.
Unblocked websites and Steam
the computers... GET APPLE COMPUTERS!!!!!
more computers
The number of books and the hours--more of both, please!
Get Audiobooks.
you could iimprove the amount of graphic novels
Have new computers.
I would like to see more scary books and mystery books
the order of where books are placed so they will be easier to find.
Nothing
nothing but more grafic novels
Their selection of graphic novels
I don't know.
I would improve the limited amount of sports books because they have all of theas great
books but a small amount of sports books,that is what i would improve.
nothing
more nice staf
i would more time to do homework after school at the school
More time to do homework after school.
it is not very big so i would make it bigger
By finding more books to get educated better
to order the books right so the 6th graders can find them and if a person doesnt know
where there is a book or how to look up one the library person should show them
they can have more of the same book so more people can enjoy them at the same time
More places available to do homework.
more books











































get more sports books
I would extend the hours to 5 p.m at most.
nothing
More historical books and a little bit more sports books
More horror books
more books
the books
i thinks its fine as it is.
I would like there to be a bigger selection of older classic books.
less resources, more reading books
better computers
how its organized
"lost" book policy
I would pick a larger selection of pleasure reading books and shrink all the non fiction
better selection and better layout service
open later
i wouldnt
conterbale seating
If there were one thing about the library I could improve isget more newer book series.
To have books that are more to my liking.
please no muffins
The format of the books i would want the books i like to be in one side and the boring
books on the other.... dewie decimal system doesnt allow that :(
the amount of books on the shelves because looking around, i see half full shelves
they could make more room for people to be able to sit down so they couldf add a few
tables or benches
stay open later
More exciting books
It needs more places to sit comfortably
to have more optoins of different types of readings.
It is very crowded after school
to get better books that kids would really enjoy reading.
It could have more thriller books.
it make it moe electonical. for exapmle they should have a place where u can see which
books are in or out without having to go on the computer.
to be open after school every day
read bbok
The noise, it is loud whenever i go in . Librarys are sappose to be quiet!
more computers
making more comfortable chairs for the library
Some more variety of fiction books.
more use of the computers.
They should get more then one copy of popular books.
The staff not allowing talking








































more and better books
more books
More sports boooks.
more books
putting in a cafe in the library
how quite it must be
more action books
more thriller books.
the total silence
change the cumputers into ipad 4's all because the library is already great.
Computers
more places to sit
i would add more differnt types of books and add more of the same kind. i would also get
more passes and let like 35 people in or 40.
add bruins non fiction books and 2011 stanley cup champions and who will take the 2012
stanley cup
more books
nothing it is great!!!!!
being able to talk with your friends and sit where ever you want to go out of the library
and be able to come back
that we could come anytime, during the day (and not get in trouble), before school, after
school for a longer time
more anime
more realistic fiction
One thing I woul;d change is to have the library open longer, and to have more passes so
if im late to the library i can still go to the library.
more books
it should be open longer after school
have a different room for everything so books in one place, computers in another
i wisht here were more books, or ereeders we could take out
If i could improve something in the library it would be the computers.
If thyere was one thing I could change to improve the library it would have to be to get
more computers
I would improve on the lack of books in each genre or category.
i would improve the amount of books
i would improve the amount of computers so people that aren't in library class can use
them if the need to
the enviornment
selections
I would improve the library by adding more fiction books.
resources
To have more sports books.
have more research books
More fiction books
More magizines











































i would make it maybe more clear on the types of book you are looking at,
the organization
nothing.
more places to sit.
When it's open
make it not boring
more research.
To get better mystarie books
the space to do work at tables
nothing
the organization
more research on the library
more books, all night llong open
better computers
I wouldn't change anything
to have the area be a little more quiet ( the printer)
If they have more sports books.
amount of books
I wouldn't change anything, but i would add books that i want to be in here and that i
can't get on my own time.
nothing
More thriller books.
there shouldnt be just books
I wouldn't change anything.
the teachers
more books
Sometimes the books aren't in great shape.
If a book is in a series, have all the books in that series.
If you have a bok in a series then have the whole series so people can read the whole
series.
more fantasy books or a whole section
more factual books
none
There has to be a librarian in the Library at all times!!!!!
The selection of books so their is more books open to the school for reading or to find
sources.
nothing!
nothing
like able to hav tablets and be able to use them and like vcheck them out
We need more electronics
get ipads
The closing times after school
for them to have funny books.
more electronics



































i would want electronic devices in which we could read with
more sports books
more sports books
More books
One thing i would change about the library would be the organization. It is pretty
organized but the sections dont go in order. Also there should be a big picture of the
librarian on top on the ceiling of the library.
I feel as if the library needs to have sections in it aimed toward 6th, 7th, 8th, and
advanced readers. This way each student could choose at what pace he or she wants to
read a book or what level of a book he or she could read.
I would improve the way that the books are arranged. Meaning that I would fix them
from tallest to shortest so it could be more attractive. Also, I would put a lable on the
shelf to describe what the person would find on that specific shelf.
the book selection
If i could improve one thing about this library I would add more books for selection.
I would improve the fact that the genres need to be more together. Also, to explain how
the school catalog works. I have tried to search before, and I have gotten no results.
if the library could improve one thing it would be it should be opened before school
more books
More Classes
i would get more books that are new so the library is updated.
More graphic novels! =)
I would have a cool picture painted on top the towers dome
the space
More interesting books
I would make sure there are more horror/thriller books
More books on basketball
to add more books that are either sport or fiction related
kindles and ipads disigned to only read books and all the books should already be bought
Ipads placed along with the computers
I would probably suggest if the library was open a little later i might use it more often.
I WOULD MAKE IT EVEN BIGGER AND ADD LOTS OF GIRL BOOKS AND LESS
BOY BOOKS I ALSO THINK YOU SHOULD ADD LESS VILENT BOOKS AND
MORE COMEDY BOOKS
to check out a book im confused how to check out books
It would be the hours of use because it opens to late in the morning and closes to early in
the afternoon
to have more books that are intersting
wifi for work (blackboard on ipod, etc.)
I would have the library stay open until 4:30 or 5 so there's more time for
studying/homework for the people who don't have the quiet environment at home.
i do not know.
More books--only one section of the library is for fiction.
make a blackboard app





































More books spread on diverse topics and more adult books rather than "student" type
books.
Specific sections labeled for genres
Bigger selection
not having it as a class and come whenever you want
Let us use google and get the blackboard app fo iphone
It needs more books
to be able to talk with people,
to have more sports book and to be able to go on any website you would like to go on in
your free time like facebook. And be able to go down there in the day and do work if u
need somewere quiet. And have a study hall there.
you should be able to use devices or find ways to concentrate better
more of the books i read
Include more books that interest a wider variety of students.
PUT MORE BOOKS I READ IN THE LIBRARY
the one thing i could improve about the library is really nothing because i think its
perfectly fine how it is.
To have it open more often before and after school.
nothing
nicer staff
More catogories
Probably how many horror books they have. They need more!!
that if you want you can go on facebook or other websites during lunch
To have a self checkout live the Endicott library and have special cards instead of saying
the number every time I want to chack out a book.
More room, so they could have specific genres in alphabetical order so they are easy to
find.
to have more sports books. Also a place to do homework.
flat screen tv, with all chanels, all computers have a higher level gaming card to play
minecraft,(a video game.) all seats have cushons. hot tub, cute puppies. And a teleporter
to mars!!!!!!
You should take suggestions from kids. They could tell you what books they want and
you could have the library open more after schol
whati would inprove about the school library is having more teachers.
the teachers
put some more books like about countries or sports at the library also new books like the
hunger games.
get way more new and books kids like for the libary
It has to be more quiet, and i dont go there to do my homework because its way to loud.
that we would be able to use are cellphone.
Allowing the use of cell phones and ipods and being allowed to talk.
to have books in every subject
school computer some web sires are not blocked
to add books in every subject so they all have the same ammount of books
Allowed to talk (after school)











































have electronic books for free
the libary could get even more books and seis books! other wise i think our libary is great
and it is very helpful.
i will make it to have more bookks
have a nicer librarian
More chairs for more people
getting eReaders/eBooks
i would make it bigger to help it fit more books in it so there can be more books then
right now
have a little more time to talk it wouldnt be silent
More geography books.
more computers
having classes go more often.
free use of internet
lots of books
probably to get more books that arent ancient
more of them
AMOUNTS OF TIME!!!!!!!
More seating and books.
more books that are difficult but for young adults.
you could go to the library after school even if you didnt have a pass
to have more fictional books
I think they would need to get more girl books
more books, i guess? more seating area, comfy seating area like a couch or cushoned seat,
more time, so I can go more, closing time 5 or 6 oclock would be better...
Make the library a little bigger
more animation books
funnyer ones like books about pie/ and more sports books
the times that you are allowed to go
more tables because they can get allfull and there is no were else to sit
get more copies of books so if one person wanted a book it wouldnt be checked out
the amount of books
to expand the mystery book sections a little bit
the amount of books
to add more genres
nothing.
to have all the books in a book series.
Add more books, nobels, magzines, etc...
nothing.
to get better books
That there was a few more computers.
One thing i would improve is the hours they close. I think they should closea little later
than usual so people could get more stuff done after school.
You could talk, socialize with people, not having to get books and actually read them
nothing really



























You could talk, socialize with people, not having to get books and actually read them
You can talk to your friends so that we can do homework together!!! :)
You could talk, Be able to go on all sites.
you could keep the book for FREEE
Nothing because it is good already.
A bigger selection of books
Maybe open open the libary a little longer so you get every piece of homework..
I would probably improve anything about the library!
more sports books
more electronics
i wouldnt improve anything about the library.
more graphic novels
Nothing. I have no problems with the library.
the internet restrictions and i would like to be able to use google
nothing
more books
make a section used just to do research for school projects if there isn't one already.
nothing
to have ebooks
If they had CD's
the variety of genres
orangization
get new books faster.
more books
Getting more basketball books.

